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        Think Learn Grow & Kick Arse

        
            
                We’re not your average nerdy, pen pushing, number crunching, sit–behind–a–desk small business accountants.
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            Trust our superheroes to help you take control

            
	Being in business takes blood, sweat and tears.
But at Growthwise, we have small business superpowers that can help you manage it all.


        

                
            
                
                
                    We take care of all your red tape

                

                
                    Small Business Accounting on steroids.
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                    We help you grow your business

                

                
                    Number insights to help you nail your strategy
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                    We help make you more efficient

                

                
                    We use technology to help you #banadmin
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                Our Programs

                Running a small business takes time, especially when it comes to your accounting and all of the admin that goes with it. Our programs are designed to give you back your time, so you can focus on the other important parts of your business.
From our L-Platers for start-ups to our Black Ops for the established, we give you the tools and support you need to push your performance and help your business soar
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                                                                        L Platers

                                                
                            Give your start-up a kick-start in the right direction.
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                                                                        P Platers

                                                
                            You’ve thought, you’ve learned and now it’s time to grow.
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                                                                        Black Ops

                                                
                            You have the power to kick-arse, superhero-style.
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                                                                        Self Managed Super Funds

                                                
                            We’re here to help you hang up your cape. You’ve earned it.
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                                                L Platers

                                            

                    
                        
                            
                                L Platers

                                Starting a new business is a big adrenalin rush and there will be a million to-dos on your checklist. 

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                One of the most important things you can do in these early stages is to make sure you start off on the right foot when it comes to setting up your financial administration systems and processes. Yes, it might not be the most exciting item on your agenda – but that’s where we come in. 
Our L-Platers program is tailored for start-ups looking to kick-start their business and for advice on what to do next. Our accounting superheroes will give you the knowledge, tools and regular support you need to lay the groundwork for growth and get the most out of your exciting new venture. 
The L Platers service includes:
	12 x Monthly Sessions ($110/Month)
	Video of each session to review
	Action lists after each session

Check out more about the L Platers program - L Platers Invite
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                                                P Platers

                                            

                    
                        
                            
                                P Platers

                                You have the learning under your belt and you are on your way to where you want to be. 

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                But do you want to be the biggest fish in your pond or are you hell bent on world domination? Whatever size you seek, we have the ultimate secret weapon to help you get there. It’s called the P-Platers program. 
The P Platers program is tailored for those with a little more experience and knowledge who want to focus on growing their business, now that their foundations have been set. During our monthly, face-to-face support sessions, we’ll take you out of your comfort zone and train you up to be your own small business superhero. 
The P Platers service includes:
	12 x Monthly Sessions ($110/Month)
	Video of each session to review
	Action lists after each session

Check out more about the L Platers program - P Platers Invite
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                                                Black Ops

                                            

                    
                        
                            
                                Black Ops

                                You’ve earned your own superhero cape and it’s in full swing – much like your business.

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                And now, you need a superhero sidekick to help you stay focused on your mission. No,not Robin. We’re more like Alfred and our sophisticated Black Ops program will prove it. 
Black Ops is designed for business owners who understand the importance of having a partner to stay laser focused and on track. A partner that provides consistent intelligent analysis of your business performance to ensure your goals are accomplished. We do this by delivering monthly reports and one-on-one reviews to make sure you stay on top of your results. We also brainstorm ideas to help you focus on the most promising parts of your business to increase profitability and decrease any unnecessary expenditure. Our ultimate goal is to get your business streamlined, water-tight and catapulting towards your targets.  
The Black Ops services include:
	Monthly or quarterly one on one meetings
	Monthly analysis of your business results
	Preparation of your KPI dashboard on a monthly basis
	Review of your budget to actual results
	Discussions re improvement strategies
	General management advice
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                                                Self Managed Super Funds

                                            

                    
                        
                            
                                Self Managed Super Funds

                                When it’s time to hang up your cape and exit your business, you’ll need a solid strategy to future-proof your finances.

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                We understand that this is a stressful time for every business owner who has got used to the security of a steady income stream. That's why we have created a smoother process for self-managed super funds to eliminate any concerns and give you the freedom you’ve earned after years of hard work. 

The demand for quality retirement planning and specialist advice is going to surge in the future, due to demographic shifts. Our tailored retirement packages are designed so that you know exactly where your money is coming from with specialist SMSF Accounting & Administration to retirees and prospective retirees. 

Services we provide to retirees and prospective retirees include:

	Self-managed super fund financial statements preparation
	Self-managed super fund administration
	Self-managed super fund audits
	Specialist capital gains tax advice
	Dedicated e-newsletter with tips and the latest news on Self Managed super fund
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                                Overwhelmed and need advice to rescue your business?

                                We‘re here to help, regardless of what stage you are at in the business cycle.
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            Case Studies

            
                Since opening our doors, we’ve saved a bunch of small businesses from the evils of accounting administration. Here are some of our favourite rescue tales. 

            

        

    


    
    
        
            Check out some of our happy clients…
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                                        Originally, Growthwise came to me to assist them with designing their brand and communications strategy. I decided to switch over to growthwise as I began to understand their enthusiasm, approach, professionalism and expertise.

                                                                                    
                                                                                                Daniel Borg, psyborg®
                                            

                                                                            

                                
                                                                        


                    
                                                
                            
	THE SITUATION

	psyborg® is a branding, graphic design and interactive studio that solves business communication problems with online, offline and inline marketing strategies. We have worked with Growthwise for 4 years.

	The relationship began when Growthwise approached us for a brand and communications strategy. We developed an understanding of their offering and an appreciation for their enthusiasm and expertise. The team presented a proposal that made sense and we didn’t hesitate to make the switch.

	Our previous supplier delivered work on key dates with an ‘accountancy-first, business growth-second’ approach. At Growthwise this approach is flipped with an holistic services offering.

	THE ACTION 

	Their first task was to transition psyborg® from MYOB to Xero. It made a huge difference to the efficiency of our business. We were off to a good start and the relationship has only improved. The team is attentive, responsive and prompt to answer any questions whenever we have them. And not only do they perform annual reports on our previous year but they go the extra mile to help us forecast and set business goals for the year ahead.

	On the L & P Platers programs, Growthwise understands our business in order to educate and motivate us to grow the studio in a directed and sustainable way.

	The key features of the Growthwise offering that psyborg® has found most beneficial are:
	They are an enthusiastic and passionate team who are like partners, not accountants.
	They have a deep understanding of our business to help us understand how to grow.
	They are well connected in digital media and the fast-paced nature of changing business.


	THE RESULT

	Growthwise has helped psyborg® improve in a number of ways and we wouldn’t hesitate to recommend them to other businesses.

	Knowledge to grow

	We understand our business better, which helps us to make smarter decisions that help us grow.

	Business efficiency

	The move to Xero has made our business more efficient with fast access to data that helps connect our business systems.
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                        Novocastrian Scaffolding & Access Equipment

                    

                

                 

                    

                        
                            
                                                                    
                                        Growthwise have been great on achieving the results required for our company. We are a medium size company and the advice and results have been great for the Business.

                                                                                    
                                                                                                Amanda Curley, Novocastrian Scaffolding & Access Equipment
                                            

                                                                            

                                
                                                                        


                    
                                                
                            THE SITUATION

	Novocastrian is a scaffolding hire, sales labour and transport business. We have used Growthwise for all of our accountancy requirements since they started up 5 years ago.

	We decided to move to Growthwise after experiencing frustrations with our previous supplier. After meeting Steph, we were really impressed with their forward-thinking approach to business accountancy and in particular with her knowledge and professionalism.
THE ACTION

	The team at Growthwise is fantastic and their service is exceptional. They respond to every call or email on the same day and are efficient in everything they do. On top of this, they are friendly, knowledgeable and we really benefit from the learning sessions they provide through their L & P Platers programs.

	The learning sessions help us improve our understanding of our own business from a broader perspective to the extra details that we might have missed in programs like Xero. Through the Q&A sessions, we have met other clients who have helped us grasp and prepare for other challenges and solutions we might encounter in the future.

	The key features of their offering that Novocastrian has found most beneficial are:
	Shortcuts and new ways of doing things in Xero that streamline our operations.
	The team is helpful and responsive when we come across any hurdles along the way.

THE RESULT

	Growthwise has shown us how to use Xero in the most efficient and effective way possible and continues to educate us on how to make the most of the tool to help our business run smoothly, with brilliant results. Without Growthwise and Xero, we would still be using old software that might leave us in the dust with our competitors. Now we can work anywhere and everywhere, ensuring business doesn’t stop.

	For any business seeking growth, streamlined operations and an accountancy firm with excellent levels of service, knowledge and advice – I would highly recommend Growthwise. In three words, they’re fast, fun and functional!
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                        Bryce Hardie Plumbing Services

                    

                

                 

                    

                        
                            
                                                                    
                                        The team at Growthwise always have the time to seek out the best option for my company, which is demonstrated by the financial gains of Hardie Plumbing Services.

                                                                                    
                                                                                                Bryce Hardie, Bryce Hardie Plumbing Services
                                            

                                                                            

                                
                                                                        


                    
                                                
                            THE SITUATION
Hardie Plumbing Services offers a full range of plumbing solutions for commercial and residential premises. After a referral from a friend, we switched to Growthwise 18 months ago and have noticed a big improvement in the efficiency of our business. 
Our previous supplier struggled to offer innovative solutions to help our business grow. With the welcoming team at Growthwise, the transition was hassle-free and exciting because of the introduction of new products to help make running our business easier. 
THE ACTION
Using the latest programs and technology, Growthwise has performed proficiently with an exceptional level of service that goes above and beyond what we expected. 
The L & P Platers programs are useful to professionals who don’t have a background in business (like myself) and find it challenging to consider and devise strategies for the company. 
The key features of the Growthwise offering that Hardie has found most beneficial are their:
	knowledge,
	efficiency
	technology
	communication
	and results. 

THE RESULT
Since working with Growthwise, my company has grown exponentially thanks to Steph’s vast knowledge and innovative ideas when it comes to business accounting. The team always finds time to seek out the best option for my company. 
As well as the bigger picture, the team has helped with the day to day running and efficiency of the business. 
Through Growthwise, Hardie Plumbing Services has enjoyed considerable financial gains. I’d recommend them wholeheartedly. In three words, they’re impressive, innovative and dynamic.
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                                                Abby & Clare, Neon Zoo
                                            
                                                                            
                                
                            
                                                                    
                                        Growthwise was able to assist us with their specialist knowledge in migrating our financials to xero and were able to give us some much needed 'tough love' when it came to growing our business.

                                                                                    
                                                                                                Abby, Neon Zoo
                                            

                                                                            

                                
                                                                        


                    
                                                
                            THE SITUATION
Neon Zoo is a graphic design studio that offers small to medium businesses branding, design and website solutions. After a friend’s recommendation, we switched to Growthwise in 2012. Our previous supplier wasn’t meeting our small business needs and there were multiple teething problems when we attempted to move from MYOB to Xero. 
We wanted accountancy reports that we could understand and access easily from a cloud-based system. Growthwise was able to assist us with their specialist knowledge in migrating our financials to Xero and they created a simple, workable system that us ‘non-financial people’ can manage and grasp. The team also gave us some much needed ‘tough-love’ when it came to the subject of growing our business. 
THE ACTION
The benefits of using Growthwise have far surpassed our initial ideas of what we thought we would get from our accountant. On the L & P Platers programs we receive business development knowledge, business reviews, planning and regular contact when we have any 'pesky' questions about Xero. It has set us up with fundamental business knowledge about building up our KPIs to run a business that we WANT to work in. 
What we have found most beneficial to us is a brand new business mindset that has helped us to eliminate, automate, delegate. And, with exciting new apps and software, our business is streamlined. 
With our previous supplier, we were given 2 appointments a year and a pat on the back – even if we hadn’t performed well. On the L & P Platers programs, we see Growthwise monthly and get expert genuine business advice and clearly set targets for our business development. 
THE RESULT
Growthwise has helped us set clear and simple weekly and monthly KPIs that help us to reach our targets. On their advice, we have also introduced daily 'stand ups' and a weekly 'ban admin' marketing meetings to streamline our workloads.
Along with continual training and Xero features updates, Growthwise has been great in helping us manage and streamline our admin around payroll and batch payments for example. We’ve also learnt about shoeboxes and are about to start using Debtor Daddy, all introduced to us by the team who are always up to date with the latest products and technology. 
Innovative, educational and motivating – I would definitely recommend Growthwise. 
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                                        Growthwise are always bursting with enthusiasm and I always leave their office brimming with confidence to smash our business goals.

                                                                                    
                                                                                                Mike, MCG Quantity Surveyors
                                            

                                                                            

                                
                                                                        


                    
                                                
                            THE SITUATION
We are a consultant quantity surveying firm specialising in construction cost estimating & tax depreciation schedules for both residential and commercial property investors. 
We decided to setup in business in 2011 so really wanted someone to help guide us through starting business from scratch. Growthwise have been working with us since we first came up with our business idea. 
THE ACTION
In terms of performance Growthwise are like a Duracell enema. They’re always bursting with enthusiasm and I always leave their office brimming with confidence to smash our business goals, and sometimes a niggling notion that I could make it as a hipster (thank you Andrew.)
We have found the L and P Platers programs fun, enlightening, at times hysterical and always informative. 
But the key thing about Growthwise for us is their willingness to not only help you implement technology to make doing business easier, but their proactive drive to seek it out and trial it for themselves first. Everyone feels sorry for the first people out of the landing craft in saving private Ryan, but I imagine I’d best be waiting a few moments, until I see what’s happened to the guy in front of me. It’s like that…. only with cloud applications.
THE RESULT
We went from the idea of starting a business that may have stayed in our heads, through to starting the business, employing multiple staff and operating across Australia. We’ve also never had to prepare a BAS statement, which I imagine is about as enjoyable as a 18th century appendectomy.
Helping our business increase its level of efficiency has been a top priority for Growthwise. Asking if Growthwise has helped our business is like saying "does the roof help to stop you getting wet, or did the 5 red bulls contribute to the mild heart palpitations and the beautiful lucid euphoria?"
Growthwise in 3 words - Provocative, beneficial and phantasmagoric.
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                Our Ninjas

                
                    Our number ninjas are on call to zap, kapow and smash their way through your accounting paperwork with the latest web weapons, so you don’t get buried in admin.
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	What do you do?

	I have a bucket load of fun challenging small business owners to think outside the box, help them grow and ensure they’re on track.

	When did you start at Growthwise?

	I started at the very beginning, 5 years ago!

	Describe yourself in 3 words

	Excited, passionate, faster

	Who is your favourite superhero?

	Astro Boy, I love robots!

	Why did you decide to do what you do now?

	I love solving problems and helping people to achieve success. I’m also passionate about new technology and pushing the boundaries of what’s possible. At Growthwise, I can combine all of these interests. Winning!

	What is your greatest achievement?

	I can’t single one out, but I believe that my ability to set goals and smash them is my life achievement and I never accept failure.

	What did you spend your childhood doing?

	Swimming at a competitive level. It was awesome and taught me from a young age to set goals, push myself and never give up.

	Who would you love to have a drink with and why?

	Elon Musk, Aaron Levie and Phil Libin. Elon because he doesn't care what people think. He has a vision, goes after it and pushes the boundaries. Aaron so I could talk to him about life, ambitions and what’s next for Box. And Phil so I could pick his brains about how he came up with and implemented his 100-year start up idea.

	What's your favourite meal?

	Coffee :)

	What do you do when you are not at Growthwise?

	Learn, read, play hockey, check out new technology, and spend time with friends

	1 thing you can't live without

	Shoes.....
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                                    You Can Call Me Al

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
	What do you do?

	I help people prepare for a worry-free retirement. From simply getting structures right and maintaining savings plans to more complex projects like preparing business sales and deciding what to do with the proceeds.

	When did you start at Growthwise?

	I started with Steph and Kristy back at Steph’s house in 2009. Time flies when you’re having fun!

	Describe yourself in 3 words

	Motivated, determined, happy.

	Who is your favourite superhero?

	'Super'man !

	Why did you decide to do what you do now?

	I love helping people. The response I get from helping someone prepare for retirement and telling them they’ll have enough to 'retire' is really energising.

	What is your greatest achievement?

	Starting Growthwise.

	What did you spend your childhood doing?

	Playing a lot of sport! Front yard cricket, footy, swimming, hockey, athletics, rugby, tennis, squash (my parents said this kept them poor!). Alsoeating a lot. And learning a little... he he!

	Who would you love to have a drink with and why?

	Oprah Winfrey. She constantly strives for the best and gives back. She sets the example of how to live a truly good life.

	What's your favourite meal?

	That is hard to answer.  I eat a lot.  Like…a lot. It's hard to beat mum's home cooked lasagne with salad but I also love fast food. Macca's McFeast's or McOz's are pretty damn good as well.

	What do you do when you are not at Growthwise?

	Wash and clean the house, then I'm back here! One thing I really love is travel, so I always have a trip booked.  The best thing to do once you get back from your current trip is book another. I’m off to Colombia and Guatemala soon where I plan to have loads of fun and learn a lot. I’m also helping to build a house over there.

	1 thing you can't live without

	Friends and family. They’re the ones you can share your best moments with and the ones who pick you up when you need help. My Growthwise family is of course in that group :
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                                    Technological aficionado

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
	What do you do?



	Provide assistance and advice on process improvement and system implementations



	When did you start at Growthwise?



	February 2015




	Describe yourself in 3 words




	Simple, Enthusiastic, Bold




	Who is your favourite superhero?



	Iron Man




	Why did you decide to do what you do now?



	I didn't really enjoy the roles I previously had. If you don't enjoy something theres no point in doing it because you'll never want to excel at it. I was ready for something challenging!



	What is your greatest achievement?



	I have no single greatest achievement, however implementing things that create a great change is always a fantastic achievement




	What did you spend your childhood doing?



	Travelling to beaches, riding motorbikes and BMX bikes, playing with computers and pulling apart things



	Who would you love to have a drink with and why?



	Stephen Wolfram - I think his ideas behind computational knowledge are outside the traditional forms of what people are currently seeing as "technology breakthroughs"



	What's your favourite meal?



	Generally any dish that contains seafood



	What do you do when you are not at Growthwise?



	Play with tech devices, repair engines/things in general. Write electronic music.



	1 thing you can't live without



	Adrenaline and activities that increase adrenaline (or Reddit)
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                                    Greg Dowler

                                    Accountant in Training

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    What do you do?

I'm an accountant in training


When did you start at Growthwise

July 2018


Describe yourself in 3 words

I'm currently learning how to apply my skills and studies into helping businesses with their accounting needs

Who is your favourite superhero?

Doctor Strange

Why did you decide to do what you do now?

I wanted to help businesses achieve success and I was also interested in seeing how various different businesses operate

What is your greatest achievement?

Playing rep basketball during my teens

What did you spend your childhood doing?

Playing a lot of sports, mainly basketball and soccer, and hanging out with friends

Who would you love to have a drink with and why?

Michael Jordan because he had such a competitive spirit and I'm sure he'd have some good stories from his playing days

What's your favourite meal?

Hard to choose because there are so many good foods, but pizza never disappoints

What do you do when you are not at Growthwise?

Playing soccer and basketball and hanging out with my housemates

1 thing you can't live without?

Family and friends
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                                    Doug Williams

                                    Superhero Accountant in the making

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    What do you do?
I'm an accountant helping small businesses do what they do best


When did you start at Growthwise?
July 2017


Describe yourself in 3 words
Honest, Friendly & Geeky


Who is your favourite superhero?
Batman


Why did you decide to do what you do now?
I love the truth in numbers, they tell stories and allow us all to take challenges head on.


What is your greatest achievement?
My greatest achievement is moving out of home with my amazing girlfriend and taking control of our lifestyles. We worked hard to lift off and we have never looked back.


What did you spend your childhood doing?
I was always engaging my imagination with movies, video games and books with fantasy, science fiction and History.


Who would you love to have a drink with and why?
Elon Musk: I would love to hear this mans vision of the future over a few cold drinks. His insights and forecasts for the next decade would change the way one thinks of tomorrow.


What's your favourite meal?
I love a good Indian curry.


What do you do when you are not at Growthwise?
I am a tragic History buff who can be found with my nose stuck in a book or making/painting scale models. I also enjoy a home cooked meal, great company and a good glass of wine.


1 thing you can't live without
Coffee!
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                                    Chris Vial

                                    Super Compliance

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    What do you do?

I'm in team SMSF helping clients navigate the maze that is the super world. 

When did you start at Growthwise?

April 2019

Describe yourself in 3 words

Talkative, Fun & Loyal

Who is your favourite superhero?

Superman

Why did you decide to do what you do now?

I have always liked numbers and I like the interesting and variety of clients you tend to meet in this line of work. 

What is your greatest achievement?

Helping raise the most amazing daughter.

What did you spend your childhood doing?

Surfing and playing sport

Who would you love to have a drink with and why?

I like drinking with pretty much anyone and I find the most interesting people are usually your normal everyday worker beers, like myself....lol

What's your favourite meal?

Vegetarian Burrito

What do you do when you are not at Growthwise?

Play gold and spend time with my dogs

1 thing you can't live without

My dogs
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                                    Chris Jackson

                                    The Wise One

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
	What do you do?

	Accountant and advisor

	When did you start at Growthwise?

	June, 2013

	Describe yourself in 3 words

	Friendly , funny, foodie

	Who is your favourite superhero?

	Superman

	Why did you decide to do what you do now?

	I want to help people succeed in their business and be there to see them grow.

	What is your greatest achievement?

	Starting off my own business in my late twenties and staying there for over 27 years.

	What did you spend your childhood doing?

	On my grandparents farm

	Who would you love to have a drink with and why?

	Paul McCartney - one of the greatest musicians of all time.

	What's your favourite meal?

	All

	What do you do when you are not at Growthwise?

	Eat and drink socially

	1 thing you can't live without

	Music
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                                    Joseph Grujevski

                                    Bookkeeping Superhero in Training

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    What do you do?
Bookkeeper (Qualified 2021)

When did you start at Growthwise?
February, 2017

Describe yourself in 3 words
Fun, Kind, Active

Who is your favourite superhero?
Red Power Ranger

Why did you decide to do what you do now?
Good career path

What is your greatest achievement?
Selected for Mens Australian Futsal Team

What did you spend your childhood doing?
Playing Soccer

Who would you love to have a drink with and why?
Christian Ronaldo because I love him!

What's your favourite meal?
Spaghetti Bolognaise

What do you do when you are not at Growthwise?
Gym, soccer training, spend time with friends & family

1 thing you can't live without
Soccer!
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                                    Erin Trajcevski

                                    
                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    What do you do at growthwise?

Operations Administration 

When did you start at growthwise?

August 2019

Describe yourself in 3 words

Loud, colourful and creative

Who is your fav Superhero?

Sailor Moon 

Why did you decide to do what you do now?

I love organisation and people!

What is your greatest acheivement

Jumping out of a plane!

What did you spend your childhood doing?

Singing, dancing, performing and a lot of swimming. 

Who would you love to have a drink with & why?

Any woman who lived 100 or more years ago. 
It seems like a strange request, however I have a keen interest in modern/contemporary Australian history. I like to see how places have changed over the years in terms of buildings, shops, lifestyles, fashions, habits etc. It would be so interesting to hear what life was like for someone my age 100 or more years ago and to see what they would think about what life is like now. 



What's your favourite meal?


Pizza. 

What do you do when you are not at growthwise

Planning outrageous home improvements, trying to grow things in my garden, swimming, op-shopping, spending time with friends or learning something new.

1 thing you can't live without

Plain Smiths Chips. 
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                                    Nickolaos Papaspiropoulos

                                    Trainee superhero in the making

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    What do you do at growthwise?

Trainee Bookkeeper




When did you start at growthwise?

July, 2021




Describe yourself in 3 words

Active, friendly, outgoing




Who is your fav Superhero?

Ironman




Why did you decide to do what you do now?

It's a good job with many career opportunities




What is your greatest acheivement

Winning the national futsal championships and Coaching 1st Grade Women's Premier League




What did you spend your childhood doing?

Out on the street playing with my friends




Who would you love to have a drink with & why?


Jose Mourinho




What's your favourite meal?

Chicken Schnitzel






What do you do when you are not at growthwise

Playing and coaching soccer, spending time with friends and family, and travelling






1 thing you can't live without

My Family
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                                    Kate Hall

                                    Bookkeeper By Day. Cookbookkeeper By night.

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
	What do you do?



	I’m a bookkeeper.





	When did you start at Growthwise?





	June 2013





	Describe yourself in 3 words





	Caring, patient, fun loving





	Who is your favourite superhero?





	Wonder Woman





	Why did you decide to do what you do now?





	I enjoy working with numbers and love working with people.





	What is your greatest achievement?





	Raising three wonderful children





	What did you spend your childhood doing?





	Gymnastics, riding bikes, and lots of family and friend outings





	Who would you love to have a drink with and why?





	Nelson Mandela.  Throughout his life he endured so much and yet he seemed to have forgiven so many.





	What's your favourite meal?





	A slow cooked beef casserole





	What do you do when you are not at Growthwise?





	Contribute to a family run business.  Run a household of five adults.  Trying to get back into gym.  Cooking.  Anything around water. Music (listening to). Socialising with friends and family.





	1 thing you can't live without





	Cookbooks.
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                                                    We‘re not your average nerdy, pen pushing, sit-behind-a-desk small business accountants.
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            We pride ourselves on being active within the community. See what we've been up to. 
        


        
            	Facebook
	Twitter
	LinkedIn


        

    
 


        


    


    
                
    
        
            Our Sidekicks

            
                Behind every superhero is some kick-arse support and our partners help us to deliver the goods that benefit our clients every day. From streamlining your business to abolishing administration, they give you the data you need to rocket your business sky high.

            

        

    
 
        
    
                    
                
                    
                        
                            Airwallex

                            Make payments across the globe, cost effectively and fast

                            
                                Visit website                            
                        

                    

                                                                    
                            
                        
                                    

            


                                
                
                    
                        
                            DEAR Systems

                            Don’t let tech logistics limit your growth. Evolve, manage, analyze and automate every aspect of your business with a centralized online platform and enterprise-level tools.

                            
                                Visit website                            
                        

                    

                                                                    
                            
                        
                                    

            


                                
                
                    
                        
                            Sharesight

                            Simply the best portfolio admin & tax reporting tool for DIY investors.

                            
                                Visit website                            
                        

                    

                                                                    
                            
                        
                                    

            


                                
                
                    
                        
                            Expensify

                            Expensify is the world's leading application for expense management, receipt scanning, and business travel.

                            
                                Visit website                            
                        

                    

                                                                    
                            
                        
                                    

            


                                
                
                    
                        
                            ServiceM8

                            Smart job management for trades & services

The latest mobile & cloud technology helping eliminate paperwork, improve productivity & provide great service.

                            
                                Visit website                            
                        

                    

                                                                    
                            
                        
                                    

            


                                
                
                    
                        
                            Timely

                            Timely is an intuitive online appointment booking system

                            
                                Learn more about Timely                            
                        

                    

                                                                    
                            
                        
                                    

            


                                
                
                    
                        
                            Dext

                            Remove the hassle of receipts and invoices. No more data entry.

                            
                                Visit website                            
                        

                    

                                                                    
                            
                        
                                    

            


                                
                
                    
                        
                            Stripe

                            Millions of businesses of all sizes—from startups to large enterprises—use Stripe’s software and APIs to accept payments, send payouts, and manage their businesses online.

                            
                                Visit website                            
                        

                    

                                                                    
                            
                        
                                    

            


                                
                
                    
                        
                            Xero

                            The world’s leading cloud-based software system makes accounting a dream. 

                            
                                Learn more about Xero                            
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 the best
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                Latest News & Events

                Follow our superheroes on their mission to rid the world of administration using the latest technology from around the world.


            

        
 
        
                            
                                        


    
                                
                
                    
                
            

                
            Friday January 26th, 2024

            
                
                   Xero Tip - Public Holidays and Payroll
                
            

                                            
                    
                        
                    
                

                        
                With another public holiday just finished we thought it would be a good idea to do a refresher on how public holidays work in Xero Payroll

                Continue reading 

            

        

    


                

                            
                                        


    
                                
                
                    
                
            

                
            Thursday January 11th, 2024

            
                
                   Xero Tip - New Invoicing Part 1
                
            

                                            
                    
                        
                    
                

                        
                Xero have had new invoicing available for some time and are rolling out new features to the product on a regular basis. Below we will explore two new parts of the product.

                Continue reading 

            

        

    


                

                    
 
        
            
                
                    Commentary, useful info and tips to help build your business

                    
                        
                            What‘s been happening? 

                        

                        
                            See all news & events
                        

                    

                

            

        
 
    
 
     




    
        
            
                
                     
                        
                            
                                
                                    Ready to grow?
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                        If you need to be rescued from the clutches of admin, contact our superheroes today. 
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                                P Plater
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                                It’s questions like these we answer every day for our clients.
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                                                What are you interested in?
                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    
                                                        Small Business Help
Self Managed Super Funds
Reception
Booking
Tax
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                        Get in touch


                                                    
                                	Telephone
	02 4927 8982
	Address
	59 Parry Street

Newcastle NSW 2300


                            

                                                                            
                                
                                    Find us on Google Maps 
                                
                            

                        
                                                    Postal Address

                            PO Box 2283

DANGAR NSW 2309

                                            


                    
                        

                        Stay up-to-date

                        	Facebook
	Twitter
	LinkedIn
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